India capible of retaurant: PM

Those casting evil on Indian soil in Ladakh have got befitted response

Chief Minister Jai Ram Vyas claimed that efforts are being made to remove him from power, but his actions have proved that they will not be successful.

He further added that "the entire process has been going on in a systematic and organized manner, with the help of all available resources and strategies. The BJP is committed to ensuring that the people of India are not subjected to any form of discrimination or oppression."

Vyas also expressed his gratitude to the people of Ladakh for their support and solidarity in the face of this challenge.

"The people of Ladakh have been a source of inspiration to us all," he said. "Their courage and determination have enabled us to face this crisis head-on, and we will continue to stand by them through thick and thin."

Vyas also thanked the armed forces for their tireless efforts in ensuring India's sovereignty and territorial integrity. "Their sacrifices and commitment have allowed us to strengthen our resolve to protect our nation," he said.

He concluded by assuring the people of Ladakh that the BJP will continue to work tirelessly for their welfare and development, and that they will be supported in every way possible.

PM Modi reviewed the preparations for the G20 summit, which is scheduled to take place in India in 2023. The summit is expected to bring together leaders from around the world to discuss key global issues.

Modi expressed his commitment to ensuring that India is well-prepared for the summit, and that it will be a success in showcasing the country's strengths and capabilities.

He highlighted the importance of cooperation and collaboration among countries in addressing global challenges, such as climate change and poverty.

Modi also emphasized the need to promote economic growth and development, and to create opportunities for all citizens.

"It is essential that we work together to create a better world for all," he said. "India is ready to contribute to this goal, and we look forward to working with our partners to achieve this vision.

The Prime Minister also thanked the people of India for their support and cooperation, and assured them that the government will continue to work towards their welfare and development.

He concluded by expressing his confidence in the country's ability to overcome any challenges and to continue moving forward on the path of progress and development.
AP corona tally crosses 135-mark, death toll reaches 169

Jharkhand: A total of 127 persons tested positive for Covid-19 on Wednesday, taking the state’s tally to 1,075. At least 41 people have been cured and discharged from hospitals.

UP Assembly session likely to have MLAs in virtual attendance

Principal Secretary, Assembly Operations, Pradeep Dubey, the chief option officer for the Speaker, said the assembly will precede the virtual assembly of the state legislature. The virtual assembly will be held on Thursday to discuss two bills:

- The Agriculture (Exempted Categories) Bill, 2020
- The Agriculture (Pesticides) Bill, 2020

The bills were introduced in the state assembly on Wednesday.

Drones in UP to help control locust swarms

The government has invited private companies to submit bids for the supply of drones for the state. The government said it is planning to use drones to control locust swarms. The government will give a contract to the highest bidder.

Govt extends deadline to bid for AI by 2 months till Aug 31

New Delhi: The government has extended the deadline for the draft regulation for the use of artificial intelligence (AI) by two months till August 31 as the government is yet to complete its deliberations on the notification. The government has not yet finalized the regulation.

5,493+ve, 156 die of coronavirus in Mahara...
**CM urges CAs to strengthen village, urban bodies**

Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Sunday urged Chartered Accountants (ICAI) to take part in the reconstruction and financial management of Gram Panchayats and urban administrations.

Addressing the media, he said: "There has been a need for CAs to come forward for the reconstruction and financial administration of Gram Panchayats and urban bodies. The CM has directed the ICAI to set up a committee comprising residents of Chhattisgarh and an office building in Naya Raipur. He also announced an incentive on the occasion.

He said that an acre of land has been reserved in villages for economic and other activities of women self-help groups. CAs can also take up with industrialists and women's groups to produce quality materials as per their requirement.

He added: "The activities were divided into segments and allotted to the women groups, they can help in providing a source of income, he said."

**CM wants water problem resolved in 3 districts**

RAIPUR: The Home Department has issued a proposal to double the Rs 20 lakh compensation for the killing of Indian soldiers from China as a sign of reconciliation after the LAC (Line of Actual Control) war.

The proposal has been sent to the Minister for Finance and Haryana for approval, "a press release from the Chief Minister for Finance, said."

The proposal was moved as the Chhattisgarh Renewable Energy Development Authority (CREDNA) has signed 11 MoUs worth Rs 22,000 crores with the state government for the Pradhan Mantri Kisan Samman Nidhi Yojana.

CM urges CAs to strengthen village, urban bodies

**CM questions Modi on donations from Chinese firms**

Chhattisgarh Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel on Sunday took a jibe at Prime Minister Narendra Modi for reportedly donating Rs 20 lakh to the families of soldiers killed in a border clash with China in June 2020.

Addressing the media, he said: "The whole world is with India, as China is angry with India along the LAC (Line of Actual Control) war. China's Prime Minister and President are raising the issue of India's interests. PM CARES fund cannot be audited by CAG as nor it is under public domain nor under the Right to Information Act. There is no transparency and accountability.

"The opposition has a right to seek from the government the details for national interests. PM CARES fund cannot be audited by CAG nor it is under public domain nor under the Right to Information Act. There is no transparency and accountability.
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**Guwahati landslide kills one, people asked to shift to safer places**

A Guwahati resident was killed in a landslide in the city near Raj Bhawan here on Sunday, prompting the administration to ask people living in vulnerable areas to move to safer places.

The landslide, which occurred near a low-lying area in the area, caused a wall to collapse on a house where a woman was sleeping on the first floor.

A housewife who was sleeping on the first floor along with her four children was killed in the incident, officials said.

An area of around 100 meters by 100 meters near the Raj Bhawan has been declared as a disaster area, Chief Minister Himanta Biswa Sarma said.

The administration has advised the authorities to shift all residents who are living in the area from the first floor.

**SC junks exam cancellation plea by Jats in Poonch**

**S**upreme Court has today refused to interfere with the Jammu and Kashmir administration's decision to declare the B.Ed, B.Sc and B.A (Hons) exams in Poonch district cancelled because of the alarming situation developing due to the heavy rain.

A petition was filed by the Jats in Poonch seeking the court to order the government to conduct the exams.

The petitioner before the court had submitted that no flood alert had been given to the students living near the Sindh and Ravi rivers, which are at risk of flooding.

The court said that the Sindh and Ravi rivers are not at risk of flooding and that the government's decision to cancel the exams is reasonable.

**Shah talks to Nitish over Bihar flood situation, assures all help**

The flood situation in Assam worsened on Saturday with two more people losing their lives, taking the toll to 17, and 29 people continuing to be stranded due to the heavy rain in the Brahmaputra valley.

In the past two weeks, 11 people were killed and 43 people were injured in Assam, out of which eight people died and 16 people were injured in the flood situation in Brahmaputra valley.

**Lightning kills minor girl in Jharkhand**

**P**rofessor of Social Justice and Persons with Disabilities (SJPS) Department of Social Justice and Rehabilitation at Jharkhand.

A minor girl was killed and three people were injured when they were struck by lightning while going to a relative's house near Giridih in Jharkhand.

The lightning struck the group of people who were going to a relative's house near Giridih in Jharkhand.

The victims were Tumma Devi (25), her son-in-law Manish Kumar (27) and two children.

The lightning hit a house and killed the minor girl.

The victims were taken to the hospital and the injured were discharged on Saturday.

**Vande Bharat Mission Air India to operate 114 flights to bring back stranded Indians abroad**

The government has announced that it will operate 114 flights to bring back stranded Indians abroad.

**The Government of India announces Vande Bharat Mission on May 6**

The Ministry of Civil Aviation on Sunday said it is planning to conduct 114 flights to bring back stranded Indians abroad.

The flights will start from June 16, following which the second phase will begin.

The US Department of Transportation has announced two flights, one from Jeddah and the other from Riyadh, to bring back Indians stranded in Saudi Arabia.

The US government has issued a travel advisory saying that India is unsafe for travel due to the coronavirus pandemic.

**India now has 1,058 confirmed cases of COVID-19**

The number of confirmed cases of COVID-19 in India has increased to 1,058, with four new cases reported from Tamil Nadu.

The total number of deaths has risen to 31, with one fatality reported from Tamil Nadu.

The total number of recoveries has also increased to 34, with one recovery reported from Tamil Nadu.

The case fatality rate has also dropped to 3.29 per cent.

**COVID-19 death toll soars to 16,095 in India**

The death toll from COVID-19 in India has crossed 16,000, with 1,062 new fatalities reported on Sunday.

The total number of cases has also increased to 545,239, with 1,385 new cases reported on Sunday.

The number of recoveries has also increased to 274,346, with 1,346 new recoveries reported on Sunday.

The case fatality rate has also dropped to 1.97 per cent.

**Farmers have sown in around 31.56 million hectares so far to cover up lockdown losses**
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**F**armers have sown in around 31.56 million hectares so far to cover up lockdown losses.
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The flights will start from June 16, following which the second phase will begin.

The US Department of Transportation has announced two flights, one from Jeddah and the other from Riyadh, to bring back Indians stranded in Saudi Arabia.

The US government has issued a travel advisory saying that India is unsafe for travel due to the coronavirus pandemic.

**T**he spread of COVID-19 has been strengthened with the help of the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) and the Covid-19 in the country.

**The Congress on Sunday sought details from Rajya Sabha members about the relief fund to the RSS and the RSS from China and demanded disclosures of its link with "Cha ba cha" in the form of a letter to the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha and to the Prime Minister of India.**

The attack comes two weeks after a group of RSS leaders had alleged that the RSS had received funds from the Chinese embassy between 2005 and 2010 in the form of "Cha ba cha fund" or "Cha ba cha" fund, which is said to be commercial in nature.

The Rajya Sabha members also clarified that the information regarding the relief fund to the RSS and the RSS from China was not related to the relief fund to the RSS and the RSS from China in the form of a letter to the Chairman of the Rajya Sabha and to the Prime Minister of India.

**The India Meteorological Department has issued an advisory on the situation developing in Assam and Arunachal Pradesh due to heavy rain.**

The IMD has advised the administration to ask people living in vulnerable areas to move to safer places.

The administration has advised the authorities to shift all residents who are living in the area from the first floor.
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BJP leader shot at in Bengal after clash with TMC

Domingo lie in J&K and illegal: Farooq Abdullah

Vijender: Former Jammu & Kashmir Chief Minister and National Conference president Farooq Abdullah on Sunday said that the claim the law is discriminatory and unconstitutional. Speaking at a protest rally in Srinagar on Sunday, he said, “I don’t say that it is not discriminatory. I don’t say that it is not unconstitutional. Farooq Abdullah has said on Saturday that the law is discriminatory and unconstitutional.

Agra: A recovery rate of 84% for COVID-19 patients in Agra has been achieved after a multi-pronged strategy of testing, isolation, treatment and contact tracing. The number of active cases in the city has dropped to less than 10,000.

Bihar: The state government has announced a lockdown in the city of Patna from 6pm to 7am on Monday, effective from Saturday, India's Independence Day.

Agra: The state government has announced a lockdown in the city of Agra from 6pm to 7am on Monday, effective from Saturday, India's Independence Day.

Atharva: The state government of Maharashtra has announced a complete lockdown in the city of Mumbai from 6pm to 7am on Saturday, effective from Saturday, India's Independence Day.
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Agra: The state government has announced a lock...
**Crying shame**

The brutal custodial death of two men in Tamil Nadu has given us our five-minute moment. Book enroute, now.

We urge the state police to make this one a lesson, and not be lax in its approach. The recent spate of custodial deaths in the state has only been a reminder of the deep-rooted issues in the administration and the justice system. The state government must take immediate action to ensure that such incidents do not recur.

**Shankar Singh**

The chief minister of Tamil Nadu, in his recent visit to the state, has assured the people of his government’s commitment to ensure the safety and security of all citizens. However, the recent custodial death of two men in Tamil Nadu has raised questions about the state’s ability to deliver on these promises.

This incident is not an isolated one, and it highlights the need for a systemic change in the way the police and other law enforcement agencies operate. The state must take immediate action to ensure that such incidents do not recur.

**Subhash Vaid**

In the Chinese military, there is no such thing as being allweather. The Chinese have been known for their adaptability and resilience. They have been able to respond to changing circumstances and adapt their strategies accordingly.

Therefore, for all its mediators in the present and the past, China has not been an easy option. The Chinese have always been clear on their goals and have not been afraid to use force when necessary.

**Tyagi Jaiswal**

The renaming of Pakistan as Azad Kashmir has been met with a mixed reaction. While some see it as a sign of progress and a step towards peace, others see it as a move to erase the past and rewrite history.

However, Pakistan is a complex country and its issues cannot be reduced to just one name. The renaming of Pakistan is a step in the right direction, but it will take time to see the full impact of this change.
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UP shows the way

The Migrant Commission announced by the UP Govt will not only pull the State out of poverty, it will also restore dignity to the jobless workers.

NACIKA KAPOOR

India's largest State, the Uttar Pradesh (UP) has been hit by a wave of economic hardship due to the pandemic. The state's economy, which was already struggling to keep pace with the rest of the country, has been further battered by the lockdowns and restrictions put in place to control the spread of COVID-19.

As a result, the unemployment rate in UP has surged to an all-time high, with millions of workers losing their jobs. The situation is particularly严峻 in rural areas, where many workers have been forced to leave their homes in search of work in urban areas.

PM HAD SUGGESTED INDIAN TERRITORY TO CHINESE AGGRESSION, IF THE LAND WAS CHINESE WOULD WE BE OUR SOLDIERS KILLED WHERE THEY WERE KILLED?

RAHUL GANDHI

We cannot forget what happened in 1962 when China occupied 45,000 sq km of India's territory. One must look at what happened in the past.

- NATIONALIST CONGRESS PARTY PRESIDENT

SHARAD PAWAR

Beacon of hope

Changes at the individual, household and community level have accompanied the economic impact of the Self-Help Groups in Maharashtra’s Wanoja village.
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PM HAD SUGGESTED INDIAN TERRITORY TO CHINESE AGGRESSION, IF THE LAND WAS CHINESE WOULD WE BE OUR SOLDIERS KILLED WHERE THEY WERE KILLED?

RAHUL GANDHI

We cannot forget what happened in 1962 when China occupied 45,000 sq km of India's territory. One must look at what happened in the past.

- NATIONALIST CONGRESS PARTY PRESIDENT

SHARAD PAWAR

Beacon of hope

Changes at the individual, household and community level have accompanied the economic impact of the Self-Help Groups in Maharashtra’s Wanoja village.
**US cases top 2.5m, reopenings paused**

As cases surge, rural areas see increases as well

Washington: For many states and the United States as a whole, the dark clouds parted for a moment last week. Daily reported case numbers were down, as was the number of hospitalizations and deaths, in places that appeared to have come around a corner from a second surge of infections, as winter sets in and states relax their restrictions.

While much of the focus of the complaints of the United States is economic, this is also a country that has been in a row that the daily increase as of Saturday, the second day of a phased approach to reopening, allowed some counties to do all the things we love in spring. Washington Post.

A untitled version of the dramatic pandemic in April unfolded on March 1, with a figure was 211. As cases rise, the average for daily new cases hovers around 1 per cent, the low-end figure of the past few days.

The number of COVID-19 cases in the US has surged to over 2.5 million, as the country's containment efforts are being overshadowed by the rise in the number of infections, prompting more states to consider reopening their economies and to impose stricter restrictions to curb the virus spread.

As of Sunday morning, the number of deaths has risen to over 127,772, according to Johns Hopkins University. The tally currently accounts for the world's highest total in terms of cases and fatalities.

More than 240,000 new cases were reported nationwide this week, with more than 10,000 new cases reported in the past 24 hours, raising concerns about a resurgence.
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Are you sleeping right?

Our sleep patterns have been compromised by lockdown-induced anxieties. Experts advise we follow a good day and routine, exercise adequately and avoid excess coffee and alcohol.

Sleep duration:

- Time period when the person is actually sleeping (in N1, N2, N3, N4 stage of sleep).
- Sleep duration during lockdown didn’t deviate much from the usual sleep duration.

Wake up time:

- Wake up time has increased by nearly 30 minutes across all age groups.
- The wake up time has increased by nearly 30 minutes for women increased by more than 30 minutes across all age groups.
- From 7.30 am to 8.45 am.

Stress levels:

- Autonomous nervous system activity measured through heart rate variability.
- There was a significant change in stress levels of people stranded at home.

Salman Khan praises Aarya

The latest show, Aarya, directed by Ram Madhvani, has successfully made a place for itself in people's hearts. The protagonist, played by Sushmita Sen, sought help from actors like Chandrachur Singh, Raveena Tandon, Anurag Kashyap, and a host of others.

The show's success was evident in the fact that it currently has over 1.4 million views on social media, and is being hailed as an adaptation of Dutch drama.

Sushmita Sen

The star captioned the video, which has been such an amazing on-screen collaboration, "Ek baar karo Aarya ka!" as she shared about Aarya, which has been such an experience for her. She has given a lot of credit to her colleagues.

"Aarya has got some amazing lines to throw around. Seeing Sushmita lead the show so confidently, it feels like we are part of her adventure. I am happy to be a part of this series, and I am looking forward to the next season," said Sushmita.

"I am happy to be a part of this series, and I am looking forward to the next season," said Sushmita.

"What is the secret to the success of Aarya? It is in the wood castle and sometimes we obviously feel like we are in the middle of the woods. But when we are working as a team, we feel like we are in a cast or a movie set. The atmosphere is very natural, and we have a very good chemistry with each other. It is a very pleasant experience to work with such talented actors," said Sushmita.

Salman Khan, who has been a part of the show, praised the entire cast and crew. He said, "The cast and crew have worked very hard to make this show a success. The story, the characters, the chemistry, everything is in perfect sync. I am really happy to be a part of this show."
BUILDING BLOCKS

To keep kids calm, it is important for parents to understand their psychological levels and channelize their energy in the right direction. PANKAJ KUMAR SINGH shares some tips on how to handle this during the pandemic.

They need to prepare a routine for Monday–Friday, and should ensure that children also have leisure time. Some guidance from parents is understood and has the right to know about what is happening around. It should be understood that if the lockdown and the adversity of the pandemic is to be handled.

In situations, the highest risk of parents should be to talk to their kids about their social interactions. Although, for their darkness, it is important to keep the spirit of children engaged. They also need to understand the roots of existence. This will help you understand the children's emotions in the right direction.
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Women’s game needs investment, not dubious innovations!

"You’re coming from country stuck in the dark ages, stuck in some backwater where women aren’t allowed to play. You are a lot more fortunate. If you were brought up like I was, you’d be at my place crying that you aren’t allowed to play. I was brought up with passion, but I will always be grateful to my father for giving me that love and passion."

— footballer

Women used to control bowlers in 2007: Pathan

Former India pace from Pathan has revealed that World Cup-winning ex-skipper Sehwag had planned to drop him from the squad in 2007 but he convinced him to stay. "I was a bit nervous but was also looking forward to the World Cup, which was the first one I was playing in," Pathan said.

Lazio comeback to keep races alive

Lazio fought back from a goal down to beat Udinese 2-1 in Serie A on Monday.

"I think we played an excellent match from start to finish."

— Capobianco, Udinese boss

Lazio labored through a 2-1 defeat against Crotone in their previous outing but is now through to the Serie A play-offs after falling behind in their first match back following the hiatus due to the coronavirus pandemic.

"We've been waiting for this moment for a long time and finally we're here," Lazio forward Ciro Immobile said. "We worked very hard to get here and we finally made it."